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REPRESENTING SETS OF ORDINALS AS COUNTABLE 
UNIONS OF SETS IN THE CORE MODEL 

MENACHEM MAGIDOR 

ABSTRACT. We prove the following theorems. 

Theorem I (~O#). Every set of ordinals which is closed under primitive recursive 
set functions is a countable union of sets in L. 

Theorem 2. (No inner model with an Erdos cardinal, i.e. K -> (wtJ<w.) For 
every ordinal f1, there is in K an algebra on f1 with countably many opera-
tions such that every subset of f1 closed under the operations of the algebra is a 
countable union of sets in K. 

O. INTRODUCTION 

(See [Je2] for basic notation and terminology.) Jensen's famous covering 
theroem for L [De-Jen] claims that if 0# does not exist then every set of 
ordinals X is included in a set of ordinals Y E L such that I YI :::; IXI + N) . 

In some sense the meaning of this theorem is that if 0# does not exist, then 
the universe of sets V is not too far from the constructible universe L. We 
can consider the set Y in the theorem to be an approximation for X from 
above. 

This paper deals with the problem of "approximating the set X by a set in L 
from below". For instance consider the following problem: Assume 0# does not 
exist (-,0#) and X is uncountable. Does X necessarily contain an uncountable 
subset which is in L? 

The answer to this problem as stated is obviously "No". Consider a subset 
of N) , introduced by forcing over L, using finite conditions. The resulting set 
does not contain any infinite set in L. This example indicates how to modify 
the statement of the problem. The generic set we obtained by forcing has many 
"holes" in it. For instance there are many ordinals Q such that Q belongs to 
our set but Q + 1 does not, etc., an.d if we close the set under the two simple 
functions Q -> Q + 1 and Q -> Q - I if Q is successor and Q otherwise, then 
the resulting set is itself in L because it is the ordinal w) . 

It seems that the problem should be modified by assuming that the given set 
is closed under a collection of simple enough functions. In this case it turns o.ut 
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that the answer to the problem may be "yes" and we get: 

Theorem 1.1 (....,0#). Let X be a set of ordinals closed under primitive recursive 
set functions. (Namely whenever a I ' ... ,an E X and f is a primitive recursive 
set function, then, if f(a l , ••. ,an) is an ordinal, f(a l , ••• , an) EX.) Then 
X is a countable union of sets in L. 

It follows that if X is uncountable, it contains an uncoutable set in L. 
Actually it will be clear from the proof of Theorem 1.1 that one could relax 
the closure condition for X by assuming" X is closed under any set function 
obtained by composition from rudimentary functions and the function a --+ 

L ". 
" Jensen's covering theorem was expanded by the joint work of Dodd and 

Jensen. In [Do-Jen] they defined a very natural inner model, which they called 
"the core model" or alias K. The structure theory as well as the combinatorial 
properties of L are valid also in K, which, in the absence of 0# , is L. Most 
important the following covering theorem holds for K (see [Do]): Assume there 
is no inner model with a measurable cardinal, then every set of ordinals X is 
included in a set Y, such that Y E K and I YI :::; IXI + N I . Thus the assumption 
....,0# is replaced by the weaker assumption "No inner model with a measurable 
cardinal". One would expect Theorem 1.1 to generalize when we replace L by 
K and ....,0# by "No inner model with a measurable cardinal". 

The first observation concerning this possible generalization of Theorem 1.1 
is that it does not hold if we stick with the assumption "X is closed under 
primitive recursive set functions". Assume that 0# exists, but still there is no 
inner model with a measurable cardinal. We always have 0# E K (if 0# exists). 
By forcing over K we introduce a subset of WI with no infinite subset which 
is in K. Let a be this set. Since 0# E K we can enumerate the canonical 
indiscernibles for L in K. Let (aili < WI) E K be an enumeration of the first 
WI of them. Let B be {aili E a} and B the closure of B under primitive 
recursive set funtions. Since the primitive recursive set functions are absolute 
between V and L, and since C = {ail i < WI} is a set of indiscernibles for 
L it is clear that B n C = B. B cannot be the union of countably many sets 
in K, because otherwise the set B n C will contain an uncountable set in K. 
Hence {ilai E B} contain an infinite (actually uncountable) set in K. This last 
set is a. Thus we derived a contradiction from the assumption that Theorem 
1.1 generalizes to K, verbatim. 

It seems that if any generalization of Theorem 1.1 is possible it must use 
a wider class of functions. But no matter what family of functions one uses 
the following argument shows that the assumption "No inner model with a 
measurable cardinal" must be strengthened. Assume there is an Erdos cardinal 
(A cardinal K such that K --+ (WI )<W). Bya theorem of Jensen (see [Don-Jen-
Ko]) if K is Erdos in V it is Erdos in K. Now one can repeat the argument 
above to show that if one forces over K and introduces a subset of WI by using 
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finite conditions, then for every family of less than K functions, (which may 
belong to the generic extension) one can find a set closed under these functions, 
which is not a countable union of sets in K. (Consider in K the structure 
sf = (K ,fJlJ, F, T I , ••• Tp ••• )' where fJlJ is the forcing notion and Ti are terms 
whose realizations form the given sequence of functions. Let (aili < WI) be 
a sequence of indiscernibles for the structure sf. Let a ~ WI be the subset 
of WI introduced by forcing with fJlJ. Then the closure of (aili E a) is the 
required set.) 

It turns out that the existence of an Erdos cardinal is the right assumption 
for pushing the argument above, because we have: 

Theorem 2.2. Assume there is no Erdos cardinal in K. Then for every ordinal 
p one can define in K a countable collection of functions on p such that every 
subset of p closed under the given family of functions is a countable union of 
sets in K. 

The study of these problems was intiated by a work of Baumgartner. Baum-
gartner considered the problem of the size of a closed unbounded subset of 
PK(A) where A> K (see [Jel] for definition and basic facts). Baumgartner [Ba] 
proved that every closed unbounded subset of PWI (A), where A> WI ' is always 
of the maximal possible size, namely AW. The next problem is the size of clubs 
(= closed unbounded subsets) in P Wz (A). Starting from a model with an Erdos 
cardinal he was able to get a model of Set Theory in which the size of every 
club in P (A) was the maximal possible, namely AWl, without this bound being 

W2 

trivial; namely he can have cases for which AW < AWl (for instance i~o = NI ' 
2NI is large). He asked whether the large cardinal assumption he was using was 
necessary. 

Theorem 2.2 implies that Baumgartner was using exactly the right assump-
tion. Because if there is no inner model with Erdos cardinal, then by Theorem 
2.2 we have a club in P (A), such that every member of it is a countable union Wz 
of sets in K. Hence, we have a club of size at most AW (note that Baumgart-
ner's proof for PWI (A) actually shows that for PW2 (A) the size must be at least 
A w). Baumgartner's model gives an example of a model in which Theorem 2.2 
fails for P = N3 . 

An obvious generalization of Theorem 2.2 is obtained by replacing the as-
sumption 

K F There is no K such that K -+ (wl)<w 

by (for instance) 

K F There is no K such that K -+ (w2 )<w . 

The reader should have no difficulty in verifying that the conclusion is now 
weakened to "Every subset of P closed under the given family of functions is 
the union of NI sets in K". For some P's we can prove a better theorem: 
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Theorem 3.1. Assume there is no inner model with a measurable cardinal. Let 
P < NW2 ' Then (in V) one can define a countable set of functions such that 
every subset of P closed under these functions is a union of N) sets in K. 

We have to make a few remarks about the proofs. The Jensen and the Dodd-
Jensen covering theorems were proved using the fine structure theory developed 
by Jensen ([Jen], see also [De]) for the constructible universe and generalized 
to K by Dodd and Jensen [Do-Jen]. Silver developed an alternative approach 
using what came to be known as the Silver machines. In 1978 Silver and the 
author independently found a proof of the covering theorem for L, which uses 
neither the fine structure theory nor the Silver machines. Silver extended this 
approach to the core model and the Dodd-Jensen covering theorem. The proofs 
of Theroems 1.1, 2.1, 3.1 and 4.1 are presented in terms of these ideas. Since 
no presentation of the core model theory along these lines was published yet, we 
inserted a special section at the end of the paper, called §A, which summarizes 
the basic definitions and facts about K. The reader may note that the proofs 
of Theroems 1.1 and 2.1 can be modified to give a fine structure free proof of 
the Jensen and the Dodd-Jensen covering theorems respectively. (We hope to 
publish those proofs sometime.) Also, see the remarks at the end of § 1. The 
basic definitions of notions like "iterable structure", "mouse", etc. are little 
different than the usual definition, so we recommend that the reader look at §A. 

Our notation and terminology are standard. We are going to denote cardinals 
like N) ,N2 , .•• etc. interchangeably by N) ,N2 , ••• and w) ,w2 ' ••• etc., when 
usually we use the alephs when we want to stress the "cardinal character" of the 
ordinal, and the omegas when we want to stress its "ordinal character". 

Unless otherwise stated, when we write N), w) ,P(x) (the power set of x), 
I YI (the cardinality of Y), etc, we refer to these notions in the sense of the whole 
universe V. We shall use a superscript when we want to relativize a notion to 
a particular model. Thus HK (),.) is H()") (the set of all sets hereditarily of 
cardinality less than ),.) in the sense of K. 

We say that a subset of an ordinal P , X, is closed under the function g if X 
is closed under gfP, where gfP is defined as g(x) , ... ,xn ) if g(x) , ... ,xn ) E 
P and 0 otherwise. If A is a set then [At is the set of all subsets of A of 
cardinality n. If A is a set of ordinals, we can alternatively consider [At to 
be the set of all increasing sequences of members of A of length n. [A(W is 
defined to be Un<w[At'K -+ (),.(W means that for every function f: [K(W -+ 2 
3A ~ K, the order type of A is ),. and for all n < w f is constant on [At. If 
K -+ (w)(W we say that K is an Erdos cardinal. L,,[A] is the usual hierarchy 
of constructible sets from a predicate A. (The usual L hierarchy is L [</1].) n n 

The main fact we shall need about the LrJA]'s is Lemma 1.2, namely that the 
usual well-ordering is (uniformly) ~I in the structure (LrJA] , E, A n LrJA]) . 
(Note that we assume that our formulas can mention A.) ~w is the union of 
the ~n 's. 
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For each l:n formula <I>(x, x I ' ... , xn) we introduce the canonical Skolem 
term rct>(x I , ... ,xn ), which for a structure with a definable well-ordering de-
notes the canonical Skolem function hct>, where 

hct>(xI , ••• , xn) = The minimal x (in a distinguised well-ordering) such that 
<I>(x , XI ' ••• , xn) holds if such x exist and 0 otherwise. 

(Note that hct> is usually not a l:n -function.) A l:n Skolem term is obtained 
from canonical Skolem terms by composition. (We usually confuse a Skolem 
term and the function it denotes in a given structure. Whenever it will be 
important to distinguish the structure in which the given term is interpreted we 
shall use superscripts. Thus r·w is the function denoted by r in the structure 
.91 .) 

Let .91 = (A, E, ... ) and !18 = (B, E, " .) be two structures. j:.9I --+ !18 
is a l:n embedding (0 ~ n ~ w) if for every l:n formula cI> and XI' .•• , xe E 
.91 

.91 1= <I> (x I ' ... , xe) iff !18 1= cI>(j(x l ) , ••• , j(xe)) . 

A trivial but key observation is: 

Lemma 0.1. Let .91 = (A, E, ... ) and !18 = (B, E, ... ) be two structures, 
having a l:1 well-ordering defined by the same formula. Let j: .91 -+!18 be a l:n 
embedding (1 ~ n ~ w). Thenforevery l:n Skolem term r and XI' .•• ,xe E A 

rC6' (j(x l ), •.• ,j(xe)) = j(r·w (XI' ••• ,xe)) 

(" l:n Skolem functions commutes with l:n embeddings"). 
Proof. It is enough to prove the lemma for canonical Skolem terms because it 
will then follow, for a general Skolem term by induction on a sequence of Skolem 
terms, constructing the given term by composition from canonical terms. 

For a l:n formula <I>(x, XI' ... , xn), h: is definable in .91 by the following 
Boolean combination of l:n formulas: 

h: (XI' ... ,xe) = y iff 3x<I>(x, XI ' ... , xe) --+ <I>(y, XI ' ... , xe) 
1\ Vz(z < Y --+ -,cI>(z ,XI' ..• ,xe)) 
1\ Vx-,<I>(x ,XI' ••• ,xe) --+ y = O. 

Since j preserves l:n formulas it preserves any Boolean combination of them. 
o 

It follows from Lemma 0.1 that if .91 is a l:n elementary substructure of 
!18 (namely the identity map is a l:n embedding) and 1 ~ n ~ w, then .91 
is closed under the l:n Skolem functions of !18. Hence given A ~ B there 
exists the minimal l:n substructure of !18 containing A, which is the closure 
of A under the l:n Skolem functions of !18. We shall denote this closure by 
H~C6' (A). We shall drop the superscript !18 whenever it is understood from the 
context. 
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Lemma 0.1, while being a very simple observation, is the key idea in elim-
inating the fine structure from our arguments. (The uniformization theorem 
of [Jen] and the closure under l:n functions is replaced by closure under l:n 
Skolem functions, which as we observed before are usually not l:n definable.) 

1. EVERY PRIM-RECURSIVE CLOSED SET IS A COUNTABLE UNION 
OF CONSTRUCTIBLE SETS 

In this section we prove 

Theorem 1.1 (-,0#). Every set of ordinals which is closed under primitive recur-
sive set functions is a countable union of constructible sets. 

Before we start the proof of Theorem 1.1 we need a few basic facts about 
the L" hierarchy. These facts are well known, though at least for Lemmas 1.3 
and 1.4 we could not find a direct reference. For future application we have to 
state these facts for L,JA] hierarchy, where A is any predicate. The cases of 
Lemmas 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 used in this section are obtained by taking A = 0. 

Lemma 1.2. The canonical well-ordering of L[A] restricted to L,JA] is (uni-
formly in a and A) l:l over the structure (L,JA] , E, An L,JA]). 

This lemma for the La hierarchy is Lemma 24 in Chapter 2 of [De]. The 
proof for LJA] is the same. 

Lemma 1.3. If (M, E, An M) is a l:l substructure of (L,JA], E, An L,JA]} , 
then it is isomorphic to a structure of the form (Ly[B], E,B). 

Note. This lemma is well known for limit a. See for instance [De, Chapter 
2]. 

Proof. By trivial modification of [Bo] we can prove the following 

Basic Claim. There exists a sentence <I>(A) such that a transitive structure of 
the form (B, E, A) is of the form L,,[A] iff (B, E, A) 1= <I>(A) . 

Let (M, E, M n A) be a l:l substructure of N = (L,JA] , E, An L(,[A]) . 
Let j be the l:l embedding from the transitive collapse of (M, E, M n A) , 
~ = (H, E, B) onto M. 

We first note that if x E M and x E Ly[A] , y < a, then x E Ly,[A] where 
Ly'[A] E M for some y' < a. (This follows from the fact that the following 
l:l formula holds for x in L,.[A]: 3T(T is transitive 1\ x E T 1\ (T, E, 
AnT) 1= <I>(A).) It is also clear from the Basic Claim that if Ly[A] EM, then 
rl(L)A]) has the form L6 [B]. It follows that if a is limit then H has the 
form Ly[B] for some y. If a is nonlimit, say a = P + 1 , then it follows that 
rl(MnLp[A]) is L)B] for some y. Let xEH. j(x) is first order definable 
over some (Lp[A], E ,AnLp[A]) (p < a) using the formula If/(z ,Xl' ... ,Xn ). 
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.s;{ F 3T3xl 3x2 ' •.• ,3xn 
(T is transitive /\ XI E T /\ ... /\ xn E T 
/\ (T, E, AnT) F <I>(A) /\ j(x) ~ T 
/\ Vy E T(y E j(x) ...... (T, E,A n T) F 'f/(z ,XI' ... ,xn». 
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Since this is a ~I formula, the same formula holds for X in ~ , hence X is 
first order definable over some Lo[B] , such that Lo[B] E H. It is easily verified 
that J:::; y. We actually proved that H ~ Ly+I[B]. 

If H ~ LylB] then H = Ly[B] and we are finished. If not 3x E H - Ly[B]. 
It follows immediately that j(x) E Lp+I[A] - Lp[A]. Hence T, witnessing (*) 
for x, must be Lp[A]. It follows that Lp[A] EM. Therefore rl(Lp[A]) = 
Ly[B] but then for every formula 'f/(z ,XI' ... ,xn) and YI' ... 'Yn E Ly[B] 

.s;{ F 3x(x ~ Lp[A] /\ Vy E Lp[A](Y EX ...... (Lp[A], E, An Lp[A]) 

F 'f/(y ,j(YI)' '" ,j(Yn»)))' 

Since this is a ~I formula 

~ F 3x(x ~ LylB] /\ Vy E L)B](y EX ...... (Ly[B], E, B n Ly[B]) 

F 'f/(y 'YI' ... 'Yn)))' 

The last claim means that LY+I [B] ~ H; therefore H = LY+I [B]. 0 

Lemma 1.4. Let {st;, ./;jli E I, i :::; j} be a directed system indexed by the 
partially ordered directed set I, where each st; has the form (Lpi[A i ], E, Ai n 

. Lp)AJ) and the embeddings'/;j (i:::; j) are ~o embeddings. Then the directed 
limit a/the system, i/it is well/ounded, is a structure a/the/arm ~ = (Ly[A], E, 
A nLylA]). 

Proof. The directed limit of our directed system is clearly isomorphic to some 
structure of the form .s;{ = (H, E, A) , where H is transitive. We have to 
show that H = Ly[A] for some y. Let J be sup{J'ILo,[A] E H}. Clearly 
Lo[A] ~ H. Note also that if J is nonlimit then Lo[A] E H. We claim that 
either H = Lo[A] or H = LO+I [A]. Recall that if i < j, then ./;j is a ~o 
embedding of st; into .9Ij. Let ./;00 be the canonical embedding of st; into 
the directed limit of our system .s;1' • 

We first show H ~ Lo+I[A]. Let x E H, hence x = ./;oo(Y) for some i E I 
and y Est;. By the assumption about st;, 3Yi Est; such that y is first order 
definable over (L;)Ai] ' E, Ai n Ly)Ai]) using the formula 'f/(z, ZI ' ••. ,zk) 
and the parameters Z I ' •.. ,Z k • 

By the Basic Claim of Lemma 1.3 and since ./;00 is a ~o embedding, 
./;oo(LYi[Ai]) has the form Lo,[A] E H and x = ./;oo(y) is first order definable 
over (Lo' [A], E, A nLo' [A]) using the formula 'f/ and the parameters ./;00 (z I) , 
... './;oo(zk)' Hence x E LO'+I[A] ~ Lo+I[A]. We have proved H ~ Lo+I[A]. 
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Now we distinguish two cases. 
Case I. For every i, g E ~, 3k 2: i, 3y E ~ such that y < Pk and 1;k(Y) E 
LJAd· 

, In this case for every x E H if x = 1;00 (y) we can assume without loss of 
generality that 3y E ~ such that y < Pi and Y E L)Ai] (by replacing i by 
k). Using the Basic Claim, 1;oo(L)AiD = L",[A] for some rJ' :::; rJ. Hence 
x = 1;oo(Y) E L",[A] ~ L,,[A] , and we have proved H ~ L,,[A] , which implies 
H = L,,[A]. 
Case II. For some x E H , x = 1;00 (y) , there is no k such that 1;k (y) E L,,[Ak] 
where y < Pk . It follows that for all i :::; k, Pk is a successor ordinal, say 
Pk = Yk + 1 and 1;k(Y) E L"k+ 1 [Ak] - L,,)Ak]· 

For i :::; k we clearly must have hoo(L,,)AkD = L",[A] for some fixed 
rJ' :::; rJ. One could easily verify that we must have rJ' = rJ. (Otherwise rJ' + 
1 :::; rJ, whether rJ is successor or limit; we get that L"'+I [A] E H. But then 
for some k' and some 11 < Pk , which can be assumed to be 2: k we have 
'/;"'oo(L'1[Ak,D = L"'+I[A]. But then clearly Pk > 11 > Yk' a contradiction.) 

Let XI' ... ,xn E Hand IjI be a first order formula. We claim 

s = {zl(L,,[A], E, An L,,[A]) F ljI(z ,XI' ... ,xn )} E H. 

Let i :::; k be large enough so that for some YI ' ... 'Yn E Ak x, = hooey,) 
for all 1 :::; I :::; n. Let t = {zl (LI'k [Ad ' E, Ak n Ly)Ad) F ljI(z ,Y!' ... ,Yn )} , 
t E LI'k+I[Ad = Lp)Ad; clearly fkoo(l) = s. Hence s E H. We have shown 
L"+I[A] ~ H. Hence H = L"+I[A]. 0 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let X be a subset of P = sup X such that X is closed 
under primitive recursive set functions. Note that P is a limit ordinal. Using 
the closure property of X one could easily verify that there exists X ~ Y ~ Lp 
such that Y is a ~I substructure of (Lp' E) and Y n P = X. (Pick Y = 

UyEX H~;'(X n y). Since the w-Skolem functions for Ly are really primitive 
recursive functions if we add y as an extra variable, we get Y n P = X. Y is 
easily verified to be a ~I substructure of L p ' since X is cofinal in L p .) By 
Lemma 1.2 let j be an isomorphism between (L", E) and Y for some a. 
Note that j" a = X. For technical covenience we also set j(a) = P . 

Now we prove by induction on y E XU {P} that X n y is a countable 
union of constructible sets. If y is a successor ordinal, say y = rJ + 1 , then by 
the closure property of X, rJ EX. By the induction assumption, X n rJ is a 
countable union of constructible sets, therefore X n y = X n rJ u {rJ} is such a 
union. If y is a limit ordinal such that the cofinality of the order type of X n y 
(which is r I (y)) is w then again the claim follows easily from the induction 
assumption. So the interesting case is when 11 = r I (y) , which is the order type 
of X ny, has cofinality > w. Note that j I L'1 is a ~o embedding of (L'1' E) 
into (L", E) which we can assume to be different than the identity, otherwise 
X n y = 11 and the claim for y is trivial since X n y E L . 
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We introduce the crucial definition: 

Definition. (a) 1'/ decomposes at p (P::::: 1'/) if H;/(AUJ.l) ;2 1'/ for some J.l < 1'/ 
and some countable subset A ~ L p' ("The L p Skolem hull of A U J.l covers 
1'/ ".) Note that we are not assuming that A E L. 

(b) If 1'/ decomposes at some p, let p(1'/) be the minimal p such that 1'/ 
decomposes at p and let n (1'/) be the minimal n, 1 ~ n ~ OJ, such that 
H~P(A U J.l) ;2 1'/ for some countable subset of A ~ Lp and some J.l < 1'/. 

We distinguish two cases: 

Case I. 1'/ never decomposes. We shall get a contradiction by producing a 
nontrivial elementary embedding of L into L, which implies the existence of 
0# . Note that the fact that 1'/ does not decompose implies that 1'/ is a cardinal 
in L, hence pL(f5) ~ L'1 for all f5 < 1'/. 

We get the elementary embedding by the usual ultrapower construction (see 
[De]). Let K be the first ordinal moved by j. Let V be the ultrafilter on 
pL (K) defined by j, namely 

A E V ...... K E j(A) . 

(Recall that pL(K) ~ L'1') Once we have V, we can form the ultrapower 
L K I V (the ultrapower is formed by functions from K into L, which are in L) . 
L is canonically embedded into L K I V. We shall get the required nontrivial 
elementary embedding of L into L if we show that L K I V is well founded. 

Assume otherwise. Let ([InJuln < OJ) be a decreasing' E' sequence in LK IV 
where [fJu is the equivalence class of I modulo V. The In's are functions 
in L whose domain is K, hence {Inln < OJ} ~ Lp for some p. Let N be the 
Skolem hull in Lp of K U {f"ln < OJ}. (N, E) is isomorphic to a structure of 
the form (L~, E) by an isomorphism which is the identity on K. Let gn be 
the image of In under this collapsing isomorphism. Note that 

L 
L~ = Hw«{gnln < OJ} U K). 

We claim that we must have ~ < 1'/. Otherwise 
L 

1'/ ~ L~ = Hw«{gnln < OJ}UK), 

which shows, since K < 1'/, that 1'/ decomposes at ~. Hence we get gn E L'1 . 
Note that 

{aIIn+, (a) E In (a)} = {algn+1 (a) E gn(a)} E V. 

Therefore by definition of V, K E j( {algn+1 (a) E gn(a)}). Since the gn 's are 
in the domain of j, we get j(gn+l)(K) E j(gn)(K) which yields an E decreasing 
sequence in Lp, a contradiction. Case I is complete. 
Case II. 1'/ decomposes at some p. Let p = p(1'/) n = n(1'/). We distinguish 
three subcases. 
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Case IIa. 1 < n < (j). Let m = n - 1. We shall represent (Lp, E) as a 
directed limit of structures of the form (Lr;' E) for C; < 17 , where the embed-
dings associated with the directed system are members of L'1' and they are l:m 
embeddings. 

The indices of the directed system are pairs of the form (p, J.l), where p 
is a finite subset of L p and J.l < 17. The structure associated with the index 
(p , J.l) is (L,,( )' E) and is defined to be the transitive collapse of HLp (p u J.l) . 

~ p,~ m 
Denote the collapsing map by hp,~' The fact that m < n implies immediately 
that C; = C; (p , J.l) < 17, because otherwise 17 ~ H;~ (p' U J.l) , where p' is the set 
of collapses of members of p, C; is obviously less or equal to p, and we get a 
contradiction either to the minimality of p or of n. 

Let I be the set of indices of our directed system. I is partially ordered 
by (p, J.l) ~ (q, c5) if p ~ q and J.l ~ c5. I is clearly a directed partially 
ordered set. If i < k we have to define the embedding 1;} from LW ) into 
Lr;(k)' Let i = (p, J.l) and k = (q ,15), i ~ k, imply that p u J.l ~ q u 15. Hence 
H;"(PUJ.l) ~ H;P(quc5). We can define 1;k by hk oh;l . One can easily verify 
that if i 1 < i2 < i3 then f . = f . 0 f . . Also (L , E) is isomorphic to the 

- - 1)13 1213 1)12 p 
directed limit of the directed system. We shall denote the directed system by 
DS(p, 17,m). 

Note that one can define 1;k equivalently as follows: let x E LW )' x = 

hi(y), where i = (p,J.l), k = (q,c5), and y E H;P(p U J.l). Hence y = 

rLp(p, J.l 1 ' ••• , J.l/) for some l:m Skolem term rand J.l 1, ... , J.l, < J.l. Hence 
LWI (h" ~ ) D fi I" () L~(kl (h" ~ ) I' '1 x=r iP,J.ll""'J.l/. e ne Jik x =r kP,J.l1, ... ,J.l/. tlseaslY 

verified that this definition of 1;k(x) is independent of the particular choice of 
rand J.l 1 ' ••• , J.l/. It also follows easily that this definition is equivalent to the 
previous definition. 

The merit of this definition is that it makes clear that 1;k is very simply 
definable from c;(i) ,C;(k) and the two finite sets h;'p and h~p. We actually 
proved. 

Lemma 1.5. If i , k E I, i < k , then 1;k E L'1 . 

Lp is represented as the directed limit of DS = DS(p, 17, m), where all the 
structures and embeddings are in L'1' Let 1;00 be the canonical embedding 
of LW ) into Lp' Note that 1;00 is exactly h;l . Using the embedding j we 
transform our directed system to a similar directed system whose structures and 
embeddings are in L y • 

The transformed directed system, TDS = TDS(p , 17 , m) , will have the same 
set of indices like DS, the structure associated with i E I will be j( (LW )' E)) 
= (L}(W)) ' E). If i < k, i, k E I, the embedding gik : L}(W)) --+ L}(r;(k)) will 
be )(1;k)' TDS is easily verified to be a directed system with l:m embeddings. 

Lemma 1.6. The directed limit ofTDS is well founded. 
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Proof. Assume otherwise, then there exists a sequence in I, i I < i2 < ... , such 
that if we denote C;(ik) by C;k and i;fik by ftk' the directed system 

L i(fll) L i(fi3) L 
(*) i(c;I) ---> i(c;2) ---> i(c;3) -+ ... 

has an ill founded directed limit. 
Let ik = (Pk' 11k)' Let A = Uk<wPk and 11 = Uk<w 11k' Since cf(l1) > w, 

11 < 11· Let M be H!P(A U 11). M is collapsed to a transitive structure by 
a map h. Let (LC;(OO) ' E} be the transitive isomorph of M. By minimality 
of p and n we can show as above that C;(oo) < 11. (Note that A is count-
able). For each k < w define hoo: LC;k -+ LC;(OO) by h 0 h;l. (Note that 
H,~P(Pk U 11k) ~ H,~P(A U 11).) An argument similar to the proof of Lemma 1.5 
shows that hoo E L'I for all k < w. Clearly for k < I < w the following 
diagram commutes: 

Lc;oo 

fkl\z~ 
L fkf L c;k ) c;1 

Hence, since all relevant structures and embeddings are in L'I' the following 
diagram also commutes: 

Lp;(oo) 

j(f,~)r ~ j(h~) 
L iUi2)=gI2 L L 

}(C;I) ) }(C;2) ---~ }(C;3) 

Therefore the directed limit of the system (*) can be embedded into L}(C;(oo))' 
This contradicts the assumption that the directed limit of (*) is ill founded. 0 

By Lemmas 1.4 and 1.6 the directed limit of TDS is of the form (La' E) for 
some t5 . Let gioo be the canonical embedding of L}(C;;) into L,j. We shall show 
that Lp can be embedded into L,j by an embedding extending j I L'I' For 
x E L p define } (x) as follows: Pick any i = (p, 11) E I such that x E H!p (pnl1) 
(x E P is sufficient) and define }(x) = gioo(J(hi(x))). It can easily be verified 
that} is well defined (namely }(x) does not depend on the particular choice 
of i) and that} is a ~m embedding of Lp into L,j. The next lemma claims 
that } is even a better map, i.e. a ~m+) embedding. 

Lemma 1.7. } is a ~n embedding. 
Proof. Let <l>(x ,y) be a TIm formula. If Lp F 3x<l>(x 'Y)' ... 'Yk)' then fix x 
witnessing this fact. Hence L,j F <l>(}(x) ,}(y)), ... '}(Yk)) because} is a ~m 
embedding. Therefore L,j F 3x<l>(x ,}(Y)), ... '}(Yk))' 

For the other direction assume 

L,j F 3x<l>(x, }(Y)), ... , }(Yk))' 
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Fix x E L,j witnessing this fact. Since L,j is the directed limit of TDS, x E 
Image g;oo for some i E I. Without loss of generality we can assume that i 
is large enough so that also J (y I)' ... ,J (y k) are in the image of g;oo. (This 
is equivalent to Y 1 ' ••• ,Y k being in the image of 1;00.) By definition of J, 
for r::::; I ::::; k we have J(YI) = g;oo(J(h;(YI))). Hence (since g;oo is a l:m 
embedding) 

Lj(W)) F <I>(g;~(x) ,j(h;(yl )) ,j(h;(y2 )) , ••• ,j(h;(Yk))) ' 

j is a l:o embedding of L'I into Lp and e(i) < rf, hence 

Lt,,(i) F 3xcI>(x,h;(y l ) , ••• ,h;CYk))· 

But then applying 1;00 ' which is a l:m embedding and fixing an x witnessing 
the last fact 

Lp F cI>(1;oo(x) 'Y1 ' ••• 'Yk). 

(Recall that 1;00 = h~1 which implies Lp F 3xcI>(x 'Y1 ' ... 'Yk).) 0 

Lemma 1.8. J extends j ~ L'I . 

Proof. Let x E L'I. Since rf is a limit ordinal we can pick /l < rf, x E L/1 . 
Let i=({x},/l). Note that L/1C;H;/({X}U/l). Hence h; ~L/1 is the identity. 
Actually for every i < I hi ~ L/1 is the identity, hence 1;1' ~ L/1 is the identity 
for every i < I < !' . 

By definition, J(x) = g;oo(J(h;(x))) = g;oo(J(x)). Note that j(x) E j(L/1) 
and that gil' = j(1;I') ~ j(L/1) = identity for i < I < I'. It follows that since 
j(L/1) is transitive, g;oo ~ j(L/1) is the identity. Hence J(x) = g;oo(J(x)) = 
j(x). 0 

L ;: .11 ~II I C 11 f L 1 8 h ~II ;: .11 et ." = SUP) rf = SUP) rf. t 10 ows rom emma . t at } pn." = } rf = 
X n y. We are ready now to conclude the proof of Case IIa. 

By definition of p, we have H;P(A U /l) :2 rf for some countable A C; L'I 
and some /l < rf. Let B = J" A. By Lemmas 0.1 and 1.7 it follows that 

~II H L• (B ~II) ;: )rf= n u)/ln.". 

But J" rf = X n y and J" /l = X n j(/l). Hence 

X n y = H~·(B U (X nj(/l))) ne. 

Since /l < rf, jell) < j(rf) = y. By the induction assumption X n jell) is a 
countable union of constructible sets, say X n jell) = Uk<w Ck ' where Ck E L 
and we can assume without loss of generality that a union of finitely many Ck 's 
is also of the form Cj for some j. It follows from (*) that 

X n y = U H~·(p U Ck ) n e. 
PE[Bj<w 

k<w 
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For each fixed P and k, H~~ (p U Ck ) is in L. Hence X n y is a countable 
union of sets in L, because B is countable (hence [B(W is countable). Case 
IIa is complete. 

Case IIb. n = 1, we first claim that p must be a limit ordinal. This follows 
from the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.9. Let Q ~ wand let A ~ L a+l • Then there is a set A ~ La such that 

IA - AI ~ IA - L"I + No' L" n A ~ A and such that Hta+1 (A) n La ~ H~a(A). 

(If p is a successor then p = 0 + 1 , but by Lemma 1.9, YI ~ Ht~+1 (A u Jl) ~ 
H~J (A) where A is as in the lemma, but A = B U Jl where B is countable, 
and we get a contradiction to the definition of p.) 

Proof of Lemma 1.9. For each formula IfI(X ,y) and a finite sequence P ~ La' 
a(~'p is the set {zlz E L",(L", E) F lfI(z,pl}. Each x E La+1 - La is a 
definable subset of L". So for each x E A pick IfIx and finite p(x) ~ La such 
that x is a(~x ,p(x) and let A be (A n L,,) U {p(x)lx E La+1 - La' X E A}. All 
the claims about A are clear except the main one: Ht"+1 (A) n La ~ H~Q (A) . 
Let C = H~" (A) , and let 

B = {a(~ ,Pip ~ C, IfI any first order formula} . 

Note that B n L" = C (because if a subset of L", definable over La using 
P ~ C, is actually in L", it belongs to H~" (C) = C). By definition of A, 
A ~ B hence it is enough to show that B is a LI substructure of L,,+I because 
then it follows that Ht,,+1 (A) ~ B, hence Ht<>+1 (A) n La ~ B n La = H~" (A) . 
C is an elementary substructure of (La' E), hence (C, E) is isomorphic 
to a structure of the form (Lp ' E). Let j: Lp ---> La be the inverse of this 
isomorphism. j can be easily extended to an embedding of Lp+I into La+1 

by mapping at ,p to a(~ ,j(P) . The image of j extended to Lp+I is clearly B. 
We shall get that B is a LI substructure of La+1 if we prove 

Lemma 1.10. Let lfI(xI , ... ,xk) be a Lo formula and let 1fI1 , 1f12 ' 1f13 ' ••• , IfIk 
be any formulas of set theory. Then there exists a formula <I> such that for all Q 

d II ~ ~ fi . if b if L (f/I1 ,PI f/Ik ,pI.. ) iff an a PI"" ,Pk mte sequences 0 mem ers 0 ,,1fI a" ' ... ,a" l 

L" F <I>(PI 'P2 ' ••• ,Pk)' 
Proof. By induction on the structure of 1fI, the only interesting cases being the 
atomic case and the (bounded) quantifier case, 

Xi = Xj by VY[lfIi(Y ,Pi) f-+ IfIj(Y ,p)], 
Xi E Xj by 3z[Vy[y E z f-+ IfI/Y ,p)] A IfIj(Z ,Pj)]. 

If IfI is 3y E Xi 1fI' (y, XI ' ... ,Xk) , let <1>' be the formula satisfying the lemma 
for 1fI' and the formulas z E y, 1fI1 , ••• , IfIk (we consider Y to be pl and let 
<I> be the formula 3Y[ lfIi(Y ,p) A <1>' (y ,PI' ... ,Pn )]. 0 
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It follows from Lemma 1.10 that j is a l:o embedding. It is a l:l embedding 
because if L"+l ~ 3XIfI(X ,j(y1), .,. ,j(yn )) , where IfI is l:o' then Yi = a;;'P; 
for some III. and p. eLand j(y.) = a"'; ,)(P;). x is a'llo,Po for some peL . 

Y'/ / - P / n <> 0 - n 

Let <I> be the formula corresponding to IfI and lfIo"'" IfI n by Lemma 1.10. 
Then 

Hence 

which implies 
L" ~ 3y<l>(y,j(Pl) ' ... ,j(Pn))' 

j r L p is an elementary embedding, therefore 

(*) Lp ~ 3y<l>(Y,PI ' ... ,Pn) . 

Hence 
Lp+1 ~ 3XIfI(X 'YI 'Y2' ... ,yn )· 

(Take x = a;o..v where y witnesses (*).) The other direction (LP+l ~ 3xlfI-
L"+I ~ 3XIfI) follows easily from the fact that j is l:o' This proves Lemma 
1.9. 0 

We consider two subcases of Case lIb. 

Case lIb 1. cf(p) > w. The structure of the proof in this case is like the proof 
in Case IIa. We shall represent (Lp' E) as a directed limit of structures of 
the form (LI',' E) c; < Yf, where all embeddings are l:o embeddings. The 
directed system is DS = DS(p, Yf, 0). The set of indices I are all triples of 
the form (p, J1, v) where v < p, p ~ Lv (p finite), and J1 < Yf. The partial 
order I is (p, J1 , v) :S (jJ, fl , iJ) if v :S iJ, P ~ fJ, J1 :S fl and if v < iJ then 
v E fJ. The structure associated with (p, J1 , v) will be the transitive collapse of 
H~v (p U J1). As in Case IIa this transitive collapse has the from (LI',(p ,)1. ,v)' E} 
where c; (p , J1 , v) < Yf. The embeddings between LI',(i) and LW ) if i, j E I , 
i < j, are defined as in Case IIa noting that if (p, J1 , v) < (fJ, fl , iJ) then 
H~" (p U J1) ~ H~" (fJ U Jl) and H~v (p U J1) is a l:o elementary substructure of 
H~" (fJ U fl). The fact that Lp is the directed limit of DS(p, Yf, 0) uses the fact 
that p is limit. (For every x E L p we have to find v < p such that x E Lv .) 

Now we are ready to define the transformed directed system TDS = 
TDS(p, Yf , 0), where TDS has the same set of indices I, and the structure 
associated with i E I is (j(LI',(j)) ' E}. The embeddings are as before: if i < k, 
then gik = j(J;k)' As in Lemma 1.6 we can prove that the directed system TDS 
has a well-founded limit. 

This proof uses cf(p) > w. The argument is as follows: If in = (p n ' J1n ' v n) 
(n < w) form an increasing sequence in I such that the limit of 
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is ill founded, then if 1/ = sUPn<w 1/n we have 1/ < P because cf(p) > w. Let 
A = Un<wPn and J1 = sUPn<wJ111. By minimality of p, H;/(A U J1) collapses 
to some (L~, E) where ~ < rt. Like in Lemma 1.6 one can show that the 
directed limit of (*) can be La em bedded in to j (L ~) . 

Let (L6' E) be the transitive isomorph of the directed limit of TDS. As 
in Case IIa j ~ LI1 can be extended to a L, embedding ] of (L P' E) into 
(L6' E). Now the proof of Case IIbl concludes as in Case IIa. 0 

Case IIb2. cf(p) = w. Let p = sup(pnln < w) where each Pn < p. For each 
Pn separately consider the directed system DS(Pn , rt, w) defined as having the 
indices (p, J1) where P ~ LPn ,. P finite, and J1 < rt. The structure associated 
with (p, J1) is the transitive collapse of H!pn (p U J1). By minimality of P 
this structure has the form (L~, E) for ~ < rt. The embeddings are defined 
as in Case IIa, and are Lw (namely, elementary embeddings.) We define the 
transformed directed system TDS(Pn, rt, w) as before and we can get (using 
Pn < p) that it has a well-founded directed limit isomorphic to (L6n , E) for 
some I n • j ~ LI1 can be extended to an elementary embedding ]n from LPn 
into L6n • 

Let A be a countable set and J1 < rt be such that Htp(A U J1) ;2 rt. Note 
that since the well-ordering of L is such that if 0: < P every element of La 
proceeds all the elements of Lp - L" ' and if a L, sentence holds in Lp it holds 
in LPn for some n < w we get for every B ~ Lp 

Htp(B) = U HtPn (B n Lp). 
n<w 

In particular 

rt = U rtnHtPn((AnLp)UJ1). 
n<w 

Let X n be j" (rt n HtPn (A n LPn U J1)). Since X n y = j" rt, (*) implies that 
X = Un<w Xn . ]n extends j ~ rt and ]n is elementary, hence by Lemma 0.1 
X ;: HLd (.II(A L) .11) h ;:. .11 (W d .... 11 .11) = .. n ,') n U) J1 were.. IS SUP) rt· e use )n J1 =) J1. n n h 

j" J1 = X n j(J1) and by the induction assumption X n j(J1) = Un<w Yn where 
Yn E L. 

We can assume without loss of generality that any finite union of Yn 's is 
some Yk • It follows that 

X = n U 
k<w 

PE[AnL"n rw 
For fixed k, ~ n Ht-n (}~p U Yk ) is in L. Hence, since A n LPn is countable, 
Xn is a countable union of constructible sets. Therefore X n y = Un<w Xn is a 
countable union of constructible sets. Case IIb2 is complete. 
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Case lIc. n = (j). For each k < (j) we separately consider the directed system 
DSk = DS(p, tl, k) defined as in Case lIa. For each k < (j), j f L'I can be 
extended to an embedding jk: Lp ---r LOk for some Jk (LOk is the directed limit 
of the transformed directed system TDSk) such that jk is ~k . 

For some f1, <"t7 and countable A ~ L p , 

tl ~ H~P (f1, U A) = U H{;p (f1, U A) . 
k<w 

Let ~ = sup)", tl = sup X n y and B k = )" (tl n H{;p (f1, U A)). Clearly X n y = 
Uk<w Bk · jk is a ~k embedding, hence 

B - HL"k ( .11 .IIA);t: - HL"k ( .11 .IIA ) k- k hf1, U h n.,,- k Jf1, U h 
= Ht"k (X n j(f1,) U j~A); 

here Xnj(f1,) is Ui<w Yi , where Y; E L (by the induction assumption). We can 
again assume that the set {Yi I i < (j)} is closed under finite unions. Therefore 

Bk = U Ht"k (Yi up), 

i<w 
as in previous cases B k is a countable union of constructible sets, hence X n y 
is a countable union of constructible sets. Case lIc is complete. 0 

As promised in the introduction we shall briefly describe how the arguments 
of the proof of Theorem 1.1 can be modified to a proof of the Jensen covering 
theorem. So let X be a subset of P = sup(X) (we assume ...,0#). We would 
like to find Y E L, X ~ Y and I YI ::::; IXI + N1 • We prove the existence of 
such Y by induction on p. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
X is the set of ordinals, X*, of a ~I substructure of Lp. (We can always 
cover the original X by such elementary substructure without increasing the 
cardinality, but later we shall have to assume that this substructure is closed 
enough, so we may be forced to get to a substructure of cardinality NI + IXI.) 
X* is isomorphic to L'I' and as before let j be the isomorphism j : L'I ---r Lp . 

The definition of "tl decomposes at p" is now replaced by "tl is not a 
cardinal at p if for some f1, < tl , a finite subset A ~ L p ." 

L HwP(A U f1,) ;2 tl, p(tl) , and n(tl) are defined as above. 
Case I is now: tl is always a cardinal. We can extend j to be a ~I embedding 

of L into L. The well-foundedness of the ultrapower is handled by assuming 
that X is closed enough, so that a counterexample is already in L'I. (The fact 
that we can close X enough by performing NJ many steps is the main technical 
lemma whose proof we omit.) 

In Case lIa: We define DS(p, tl, m) and TDS(p, tl, m) as above. TDS has 
a well-founded directed limit again by making X closed enough, so we extend 
to ] : Lp ---r Lo where] is ~n. 
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Now X = H;;6(j"A Uj"/1) np for some /1 < 17, a finite A ~ Lp' By 
the induction assumption, j" /1 (which is included in X) is covered by some 
Y*EL, IY*I~IXI,so X~H;;6(j"AUY*)np. The last set is in L. 

In Case lIb we argue as in Case lIb 1, noting that P is limit. 
In Case IIc we define DS(p, 17, < w) to be indexed by (k, p, /1) where 

k < w, P ~ L p' P finite and /1 < 17 where the corresponding structure is the 
collapse of Hfp (p U /1) . The argument is as above. 

2. GENERALIZING FROM L TO K 
The main theorem of this section is 

Theorem 2.1. Assume there is no inner model with a cardinal K satisfoing K ....... 

(w I) <W. Then for each ordinal p, one can define in K a family of countably 
many functions such that every subset of p closed under these functions is a 
countable union of sets in K. 

We shall need the following theorem by Jensen [Don-Jen-Ko]. (The version 
as stated in [Don-Jen-Ko] is a little bit different but the same proof yields this 
modified version.) Let f be a function f: [p(W ....... 2. Let A ~ p. We say that 
A is a nice homogeneous set for f if for all PI < ... < Pn' PI < P2 < ... < Pn ' 
Pi'P j E A and C;I' ... ,C;k < min(pi ,PI) 

f(c;I' ... ,C;k ,PI' ... ,Pn ) = f(c;1 ' ... ,C;k' PI' ... ,Pn)· 

Theorem 2.2 [Don-Jen-Ko]. Let P be an ordinal. There exists f: [p(W ....... 
2 and a closed unbounded subset C ~ P, with f, C E K (in fact f, C 
are uniformly definable in K from p), such that if there exists in V a nice 
homogeneous set A for f such that A ~ C and the order type of A is w~ then 
K F p ....... (w~(w. 

The rest of this section is devoted to the 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Assume that every y satisfies K F Y -.'+ (WI) <W. By 
Theorem 2.2 let f;, Cy witness the truth of Theorem 2.2. (Hence by assumption 
there is no nice homogeneous set for f; contained in Cy of order type w~ .) 
Let p be our given ordinal and consider the structure 2' = (HK (p++) , E, 
P , Fp , D p) , where Fp is the function satisfying 

Fp(y,{PI'''' ,Pk}) = f;({P I , .. • ,Pk}) 

for y ~ p and Dp is a binary predicate Dp(Y,o) iff 0 E Cy • Let (gjli < w) 
be a sequence of canonical Skolem functions for the structure 2'. (We assUIpe 
that the gj are closed under composition.) 
Main Claim. Every X ~ P which is closed under gj f P (for all i < w) is a 
countable union of sets in K. (Recall that gj f P(P I ' ... ,Pn ) = g(P I ' ... ,Pn ) 
if g(P I , ••• ,Pn ) E P and 0 otherwise.) 
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Proof of the Main Claim. Let j be an isomorphism between some ordinal and 
X. By assumption about X, there is a Y ~ HK (p++) such that Ynp = X and 
Y is the domain of an elementary substructure of .5? . Hence j can be extended 
to an elementary embedding of some transitive structure (A, E, ~ , F <5 ' D <5) into 
.5? , where j" ~ = X . 

As in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we shall prove by induction on y E XU {P} 
that X n y is a countable union of sets in K. So let y E XU {P} where 
the induction assumption is already verified for all ordinals in X n y. Let 
0: = rl (y) . Note that we can assume without loss of generality that cf(o:) > w, 
otherwise the induction assumption will immediately get X n y as a countable 
union of sets in K. Also we can assume that j t 0: is not the identity, otherwise 
Xny is an ordinal. The structure of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 
1.1. 

Definition 2.3. 0: decomposes at the mouse m if m is an n mouse based at 
some ordinal> 0:, and H::: I (B u p) 20: for some countable set of parameters 
B ~ m and some P < 0:. (See §A for basic definitions about mice.) 

The crucial place where we use the fact that there is no Erdos cardinal in K 
is the following lemma: 

Lemma 2.4. Let m be a mouse based at some P < 0: such that m i A; then 
there is a countable iterate of m, my/, which is based at Py/ < 0:, but my/+I is 
based at Py/+I' where 0: ~ Py/+I . 
Proof. Let (my/I'I < WI) be the first WI iterates of m, where my/ is based at 
PY/. We claim that we cannot have P'1 < 0: for all 'I < WI • Assume otherwise 
and let K = sup{p/lI'I < WI}. Note that, by our assumption, K ~ 0:. Let lK' C K 
be the collapses of fj(K) , Cj(K) respectively. Let mA be an iterate of m to some 
regular A> 0:. We claim that lK' CK E mA • 

Since lK' C K E A and A is elementarily embedded in HK (p++) there exists 
some mouse tEA based at some ordinal > K such that lK E t and C K E t. If 
either ~ or C K are not in m A we must have m < t because when we iterate 
t to A, tA contains ~ and C K but mA does not. But using the fact that A is 
a model of ZF - and m is based at P < 0: , one can easily show that mEA, 
which is a contradiction. Hence lK' C K E m A • 

Since lK' C K Em;.' all but finitely many of (p Y/ I 'I < WI) are indiscernibles 
with respect to lk and to C K. (They actually form a nice set of indiscernibles.) 
Since C K and (p /1 1'1 < WI) are closed unbounded subsets of K and cf( K) = WI' 

we have WI many PI! 's satisfying PY/ E C K ' but by the indiscernibility we get 
that all PY/ except finitely many are in C K. Therefore we get that, for some 
'10 < WI' {Py/I'lo < 'I < WI} forms a nice set of indiscernibles for ~ which is 
a subset of CK. j is an elementary embedding j(~) = fj(K) , j(CK) = Cj(K)· 
Hence the set U(p'1)I'Io < 'I < WI} forms a nice set of indiscernibles for fj(K) 
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which is a subset of Cj(K) contradicting the definition of fj(K) and Cj(K) • Recall 
tht we assumed that fj(K) has no nice homogeneous subset of Cj(K) in V. 

Hence we proved that for some countable 1'/, a :::; P'I. The first such 1'/ 
cannot be a limit ordinal because otherwise P'I = SUP'l'q P'I' , and since P'I' < a 
for 1'/' < 1'/ we get P'I = a, but the cofinality of a is larger than w. So we 
cannot have a = SUP'l'q Pn'. Hence the minimal 1'/ such that a :::; P'I is a 
successor ordinal, say 1'/ = ~ + 1. Therefore Pf, < a and a :::; Pf,+I' which 
proves the lemma. 0 

Corollary 2.5. Let m be a mouse based at some P < a such that m fI. A. Then 
a decomposes at some countable iterate of m (which can be assumed of course 
to be a mouse). 

Proof. Let 1'/ < WI be as in Lemma 2.4. Let m'l" 1'/':::; 1'/ + w, be the iterates 
of m where m'l' is based at P'I'. m'l+w is of course a mouse, together with 
the natural indiscernibles (p'I,I1'/ < 1'/' < 1'/ + w). Note that a < P'I+w since 
a:::; P'I+I. m is the ~n+1 Skolem hull of Po (for some 0:::; n :::; w) and some 
finite p ~ m. (Recall Po < a.) Let h be the canonical embedding of minto 
m'l+w. Then h is a ~n+ I embedding, hence h" m ~ H::tw (po U h" (p)). By the 
definition of the iterates, 

m'l+w = H:;~+W( {p'I,I1'/' < 1'/ + w} U h" m) 

(where n + 1 = w for n = w). Hence 

a ~ m'l+w = H:;:~W({p'I,I1'/' < 1'/ + w} U Po U h"p) 

~ H~~~W( {P'I+kIO < k < w} U P'I U h"p). 

This clearly shows that a decomposes at m'l+1 because P'I < a. 0 

We resume the proof of the Main Claim and as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 
we distinguish two cases. 

Case I. a does not decompose at any mouse. By Corollary 2.5 we get that 
for every mouse m, if m is based at P < a then mEA. (Otherwise a 
decomposes at some mouse which is an iterate of m.) In this cas we shall get a 
nontrivial elementary embedding of K into K. Hence by a theorem of Dodd 
and Jensen (see [Do]) there exists an inner model with a measurable cardinal. 
Since every measurable is Erdos, we got a contradiction. 

Let K be the first point moved by j. Define an ultrafilter on pK (K), U, by 
BE U +-> K E j(B). Note that pK (K) ~ A since by our assumption a does not 
decompose at any mouse m. In particular a is a cardinal in K. Since K < a , 
every subset of K in K belongs to some mouse based at P < a, but then that 
mouse is in A, hence the given subset of K is in A. Therefore U is defined 
on all subsets of K in K. 

Once we have U we can form the ultrapower KK / U. We claim that this 
ultrapower is well founded. Assume that ([.t;1uli < w) is an E decreasing 
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sequence in KK /U with each I; E K (where [I;lu is the equivalence class 
of the function I; modulo U). We can find an W mouse m based at fl, 
fl > K, such that I; E m for i < w. Let Cm be the set of indiscernibles 
for m. We can assume without loss of generality that there is p such that 
m = H:;; (p U fl), where p is a finite subset of m. Let n be the transitive 
collapse of t=H:;;(CmUPU{fl}U{l;li<w}UK). Note that n is an W mouse 
because if x E t then X is definable in m from Cm up and finitely many 
members of fl. Since t is an elementary substructure of m, these finitely 
many members of fl are in t. Hence t = H~(Cm Up U (t n fl», but then 
n = H;(/' Cm U I'p U f(fl» where f is the collapse function on t. 

Let i; E n be f(l;) , the collapse of 1;, and Cm'P'~1l be l'cm,I'p, 
f(fl) respectively. Since the collapse map is the identity on K we have 

(*) {'71'7 < K ,i;+1 ('7) E i;('7)} = {'71'7 < K ;1;+1 ('7) < 1;('7)} E U. 

n is based at C;. c; ¥- 0: because clearly cf( c;) = w ¥- cf( 0:). If c; > 0: we have 
a mouse at which 0: decomposes because 

n = H; (C m up U {.a} U K U {i; I i < w}) 2 0: . 

Therefore, by our assumption, c; < 0:, hence it follows that n EA. Therefore 
J (i;) is defined and by (*) and the definition of U 

J(i;+I)(K) E J(i;)(K) 

for i < w which is clearly a contradiction. Case I is complete. 
Case II. 0: decomposes at some mouse m . Let m be a mouse which is minimal 
in the pre-well-ordering of mice, among mice at which 0: decomposes. m is an 
n mice for some 1 ::; n ::; wand, for some countable set of parameters B ~ m 
and some p < 0:, H;: 1 (B up) 2 0:. Let k be the minimal ordinal 1 ::; k ::; w 
such that H~n(B U p) 20: for some countable B ~ m and some p < 0:. (Note 
that k ::; n + 1 .) 

Lemma 2.6. For some finite p ~ m, m = H';(p U fl), where m is based at fl. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume k < n + 1 (because the case 
k = n + 1 follows from m being an n mouse). Note that 0: < fl. We have to 
show that H~n (p U fl) = m for some finite p ~ m. Assume it fails. Let r be a 
Lk Skolem term and let p be a finite sequence from m. Define a function J, r ,p 

on 0:' as follows (I is determined of course by the arity of r and the length 
of p): 

I" _ { r(O:I ' ... ,0:, ,p) if r(O:I ' ... ,o:"p) Eo:, 
J, ( 0: 1 ' • • • ,0:,) -

r ,p 0 otherwise. 

Claim. fc,p Em. Otherwise consider H'; (fl up). Let t be its transitive 
collapse. Note that t is clearly a k mouse. Since the collapse map is the identity 
on fl, the measure in t is the same as in m, namely if m = (LIJ[ U], E, U) then 
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t = (LI/[U] , E, U) where clearly f/ :::; tI. If f/ = tI we get a contradiction to our 
assumption because then m = H;: U1Up') , where pi is the transitive collapse of 
p. Hence f/ < tI· But then one can easily show that f.,p E LI/+ I [U] ~ m (using 
the fact that the collapse map is the identity on a and that t is embedded in 
m by a ~k embedding). Hence we get a contradiction and the claim is proved. 

Let B c m be countable and let P < a such that H;:(B U p) ;2 a. Then 
clearly for every member of a, J , there is a Skolem term r and a finite sequence 
PI' ... ,p n ,p ~ B such that 

r(PI'''' ,PI'P) = J = f.,P(PI'·" ,PI)' 
Hence 

a ~ H~({f.)r a Skolem term, p ~ B} Up). 

We showed that k = I . We want to show that if m = (L,,[U], E, U) then tI 
is a limit ordinal. 

Claim. tI is a limit ordinal. 
Prool. Assume otherwise. Say tI = J + I. Let E be the set {!, I r a Skolem r ,p 
term, p ~ B}. By minimality of m, there must be lEE such that I E 
L" - Lo' Let t be the transitive collapse of H~ ({f} U J1). Clearly the collapse 
map is the identity on J1, hence on a, hence on I. Therefore lEt, t has the 
form L",[U] for some ti' :::; tI. Since lEt we have ti' = tI, hence t = m. We 
have obtained that m is a ~I closure of a finite set and J1, a contradiction. 0 

We actually claim more than that: 

Claim. (L,,[U] , E, U) is an admissible structure. 
Prool. Let E be the set {f.,p I r a Skolem term, p ~ B}. by minimality of m 
there is no ti' < tI such that E ~ L",[U]. Let Z E L,,[U] and let <I>(x ,y) 
be a ~I formula such that \Ix E z:3y<l>(x, y). Z E L", for some ti' < tI. 
Hence there exists some lEE such that I ¢. LI/" Consider the transitive 
collapse of H;n ( {f} U J1). Since by our assumption m is not the ~I closure 
of a finite set and J1, and since the collapse map is the identity on J1, this 
transitive collapse has the form (Lo[U] , E, U) for some J < tI. Let ~ be the 
minimal such that I E Lf, [U]. Clearly ~ E H~ ( {f} U J1) ,and Z E Lf, [U]. Also 
Lf,[U] = H~' ({f} U J1). Hence H~ ({f} U J1) contains Lf,[U] , therefore the 
collapse of H;n({f}UJ1) is the identity on Lf,[U] (hence on z) H~({f}UJ1) 
is a ~I elementary substructure of m, so Lo[U] F \Ix E z:3y<I>(x ,y) and the 
proof of the claim is concluded. 0 

Let (gf,l~ < x) be an enumeration of all functions from al into a in m 
(for I < w) enumerated by the canonical well-ordering of m. Since this well-
ordering is defined such that LI/' [U] is an initial segment, where ti' < tI, and 
since tI is a limit ordinal, by the admissibility of m we get that (gf,l~ < x') Em 
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for x' < X. SO one can easily verify that the function F(~) = g~ is ~I in m 
(using a as parameter). But a < Ji. This implies that x < Ji (because other-
wise two indiscernibles in Cm above a will be mapped to the same function 
on a l ). 

We are ready for our final contradiction. Consider the transitive collapse 
of H~ (Ji). It contains g~ for all ~ < x. In particular it contains E. This 
transitive collapse must be of the form L Yf , [U] for r/ :$ 1'/. But, since it contains 
E, 1'/' = 1'/. Hence m is the ~I closure of Ji, which is a contradiction. 0 

Lemma 2.7. Let m and k be as above. Assume 1 < k :$ w, and let t be 
the transitive collapse of H::'-I (D u p) for some p < a and D a countable set 
containing the indiscernibles for m, Cm . Then if t is a mouse we have tEA. 
(If k = w replace k - 1 by any natural number.) 
Proof. Let t be based at K. We claim that K < a. We cannot have K = a 
since the co finality of K is w, hence, if our claim fails, a < K. Then a ~ 
H~_I (D up) , where D is the collapse of D, hence a decomposes at t. Since 
t :$ m this is a contradiction to the minimality of m or the minimality of k 
(in case t is equivalent to m). Hence K < a. By Lemma 2.5, if t i. A, a 
decomposes at some countable iterate of t, using k - 1 closure. (Note that 
the countable iterate of t is the ~k-I closure of p, D and the indecernibles 
introduced by the iteration.) Since this countable iterate of t, l, is equivalent 
to t and l:$ m, we get a contradiction either to the minimality of m or of 
k. So we prove tEA. 0 

The corresponding lemma for the case k = 1 is 

Lemma 2.S. Let k = 1 and m be as before, say m = (LYf [U], E, U). Then for 
all if < 1'/ and countable D ~ L lI [U] , Cm ~ D and p < a, if t is the transitive 
collapse of H;~[Ul(D U p), and t is a w mouse then tEA. 
Proof. Let t be based at K. Like the proof of Lemma 2.7 we can show that 
K < a and t is clearly less than m because t is embedded into L lI [U]. Hence 
a does not decompose at any countable iterate of t. By Corollary 2.5, t E 
A. 0 

We are now ready to handle Case II which like the proof of Theorem 1.1, 
splits into three subcases. 

Case IIa. 1 < k < w. As in the corresponding case in the proof of Theorem 
1.1 we shall represent m as a directed limit of mice lying in A, where the 
embeddings are in A and they are ~k-I embeddings. This directed system is 
denoted by DS(m, k - 1, a). The indices of the directed system are pairs of 
the form (p, p) , where p is a finite subset of m and p < a. The structure 
associated with the pair (p, p) is the transitive collapse of H';_I (C m Up up) . 
Denote it by m(p ,p). m(p ,p) is clearly a k - 1 mouse and by Lemma 2.7 it 
is in A. Let h( ) be the collapsing map. The partial order between indices p,p 
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is defined as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, (p, p) < (jJ, fJ) if p ~ jJ and 
p C fJ. The embedding between m. and m· (ii' i2 indices) is defined as 

- II 12 

in Theorem 1.1 (il < i2): 1:. = h. 0 h~l. As in §1 one can verify that 
- 1112 12 II 

i;l i2 E A and m is the directed limit of DS(m, k - 1, a). We can define now 
the transformed directed system TDS(m, k - 1, a) where the indices are the 
same as DS(m, k-l ,a) but the structure associated with the index i is j(mJ. 
If i :s; j then the map from j(mi ) into j(m) is j(i;). 

Lemma 2.9. The directed system TDS(m, k - 1, a) has a limit which is a weI/-
founded k - 1 iterable structure. 
Proof. We first need 

Lemma 2.10. Let m and k be as above and let D ~ m be countable. Then 
there exists D ~ D' ~ m, D' countable such that for p < a the transitive 
col/apse of H!:- 1 (D' U Cm up) is a k - 1 mouse. 
Proof. No matter which D ~ D' we take, if H!:-I (D' U Cm up) collapses to t, 
then t is a k - 1 iterable structure. The only problem is finding a finite p ~ t 
such that t = H~(p U fl) where t is based at fl. By Lemma 2.6 we know that 
there exist some finite p ~ m, m = H;:(PUJ..l). Let D' = H':;(Cm upuD). We 
claim that D' is the required set. Let p < a and consider B = H!:-I (D' u p). 
We claim that D' is a lk elementary substructure of B. Let cI>(x ,y) be 
a nk _ 1 formula. If D' satisfies 3x<l>(x,a) , say D' F cI>(b,a) , we have m F 
cI>( b , a) , but a, b E B , and B is a lk_1 elementary substructure of m. Hence 
B F cI>(b, a) , therefore B F 3xcI>(x, a). If B F 3x<l>(x, a) then by a similar 
argument m F 3xcI>(x, a) but then D' F 3xcI>(x, a) . 

By a previous claim if • is a lk Skolem term and if a l ' ••• ,an E D' then 
D' B , . • (a l , ••• , an) =. (a l ,···, an)' but D IS an elementary substructure of m, 

hence .D' (ai' ... ,an) = .m(a l , ... ,an) = .B(a l , ..• ,an). One can also easily 
get that D' = Hf' (p U (D' n J..l)). Letting a E D' , there is a lk Skolem term 
• and ai' ... ,a/ E J..l such that a = .m(p, ai' ... ,a/), but since p ~ D' , we 
can find ai' ... ,an ED'. But applying D' lk Skolem functions is the same 
as applying B lk Skolem functions. Hence 

, B , B 
D ~ Hk (P U (D n J..l)) ~ Hk (p U (B n J..l)) . 

But then 
B, B, B 

B ~ Hk_ 1 (D U p) ~ Hk (D U (B n J..l)) ~ Hk (p U B n J..l). 

If t is transitive collapse of B, then clearly t = H~ (jJ U fl) where t is based at 
fl and jJ is the transitive collapse of p. Lemma 2.10 is proved. 0 

Note. The proof of Lemma 2.10 also works for the case k = OJ, where we 
understand k - 1 = OJ • 

Lemma 2.10 is one of the points where it is important that we required in 
the definition of a k mouse m that m will be the k + 1 closure of some finite 
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set and !1, where m is based at !1, because if we would have used the more 
"natural" one requiring that m is the k closure then we would have to get that 
I is the k - 1 closure of some finite set, and we could not have done it because 
m is the ~k closure of a finite set and !1 and could not get down to k - 1 . 
(We were lucky to have Lemma 2.6 for our special m because without it m is 
just the k + 1 closure and we are faced with the same difficulty.) 

We resume the proof of Lemma 2.9. The claim that the directed limit of 
TDS(m, k - 1, a) is well founded is a special case of the claim that every 
iteration of this direct limit is well founded. 

The following fact is easily verified: 

FaCI. If the 17th iteration of the directed limit of TDS(m, k - 1, a) is not well 
founded then there is a countable subsystem of TDS(m, k - 1 ,a) such that the 
17th iteration of its directed limit is not well founded. 

(Without loss of generality we can assume that 17 is countable.) 
So assume that the indices of the directed subsystem whose existence is im-

plies by the fact are iI' i2, ... ,in' .... Without loss of generality assume 
i l ~ i2 ~ ", ~ in ~ "'. Say ik = (Pk' Pk)' Define D = Uk<wPk and 
P = sUPk<w Pk' Note that P < a since cf(a) > w. Denote mil by m, and 
i;lil' by it" . Let D' be the countable set D ~ D' ~ m for which Lemma 2.10 
holds and let I be the transitive collapse of H::_ 1 (D' u P u em)' Hence I is a 
mouse, and, by Lemma 2.7, I EA. 

Clearly one can embed m ik into I by an embedding which is ~k-I' and 
such that the indiscernibles of mik are moved to the indiscernibles of I. Let 
fk be this embedding. Also fk E A and the following diagram commutes for 
1 ~ !': 

f~ft, 
1ft ft~ 

m, ) m" 
Since this diagram is in A, we can apply j to it and get that the following 
diagram commutes: 

r{~ 
'( ) leftl') '( ) } m, ) } m" 

Hence the directed limit of (J(m,)Il < w) can be embedded into j(t). Also 
since the indiscernibles of j(m,) are mapped to the indiscernibles of j(t), then 
17th iterate of the directed limit of (J(m, )1/ < w) is mapped into the 17th iterate 
of j(/). But I is a mouse, hence j(t) is a mouse and its 17th iterate is well 
founded. Therefore the directed limit of (J(m,)11 < w) is an iterable structure. 
Lemma 2.9 is proved. 0 
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From now on the proof is almost a copy of the corresponding case in 
Theorem 1.1. Let 2' be the transitive isomorph of the directed limit of 
TDS( m , k - 1 , 0:). As in § 1 we can define an embedding J: m - 2' such 
that J extends j ~ 0:, and such that J is a ~k embedding. Note that 2' is 
based at some K > j(o:) = y. Now recall that 0: ~ H:;(p U D) for some p < 0: 

and some countable D ~ m. Since J is ~k we get 
.11 H.f ( .11 ~IID) . ( ) jO:= k jpUj njO:. 

But X n y = j" 0: X n j(p) = j" p. (Note that j(p) < y.) By induction on y, 
X n j(p) is a countable union of sets in K so let X n j(p) = Uk<w Bk ' where 
without loss of generality Bk ~ Bk+, . Hence 

Xny=U U U {rJ(p"· .. ,pi,p)lp,, .. ·,piEB,}ny. 
I<w rnl:k p a finite 

Skolem subset of 
term J" D 

The proof of the present subcase will be finished if we show that 
J' 

(*) {r (p" ... ,pi,p)lpl, ... ,piEB,}ny 

is in K for all finite p ~ 2' . Consider the function defined on j(p/ : 

F( ) ={rJ(p" ... ,Pi,Pl ifrJ'(p" ... ,Pi,ff)EY, p" ... ,po 
I 0 otherwise, 

where F is clearly definable over 2' by a generalized ~k formula (see §A). 
F can be coded as a subset of y. 2' is an iterable structure based at K > Y . 
Hence F E K. Recall that B, E K , hence the set in (*) is in K because it is 
F" B,. Case IIa is complete. 
Case lIb. k = 1. In this case the analogy with the similar case in § 1 is not 
complete since we do not know that if m = (L'1[ UJ, E, U) then 17 is a limit 
ordinal. Here we will have to distinguish three subcases (cf( 17) = w, cf( 17) > w, 
17 a successor ordinal). 
Case lIb 1. cf( 17) = w. Recall that H;n (D Up) 2 0: for some countable D ~ m . 
Enumerate all finite subsets of D as (Pili < w) such that every finite subset of 
D appears infinitely often. Let (17ili < w) be a sequence cofinal in 17, where 
we can assume without loss of generality that Pi ~ L'11 [U]. Let m,,i for i::; I 
be the transitive collapse of H~~I[V](Pi up). ml,i is clearly a I-mouse and 

m L~ [V] m,,i < m. Note that, for any set B ~ m, H, (B) = Ui<w H, 1 (B n L'1I[U]), 
Hence 

(*) 0:= UUH~~/[ul(piUp)no:= (UUH~{;(P~UP)) no: 
I<w i<' I<w i<i 

(the equality is because the collapse maps are identity on 0:), where P; is the 
image of Pi under the collapse of m/i' For each m/i we can form the di-
rect system DS(m/i' 0:,1) as we have done for Case IIa, we can define the 
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TDS(m/i' a, 1) , having a well-founded directed limit which is an iterable struc-
ture, M/i' and we can get a ~2 embedding ju : m/i ----+ M/i which extends j 
on a, hence: 

H /i(· (') .11) .11 (Hm" (I ) ) I lu Pi UJ P n y = } I Pi Up n a 

(where H[i is HI in the sense of M/i). As in Case IIa, H[iU/i(p;) Uj"p) is a 
countable union of sets in K. But 

(*) X n y = l'a = U U/'(H~Ii(Pi U p) n a) 
i<w i<i 

is a countable union of sets in K. Case lIb 1 is complete. 
ease IIb2. cf( 11) > w. In this case we shall represent m as a directed limit of a 
directed system DS(m, 0, a) . The indices will be triples of the form (p, fJ, (5), 
where fJ < 11, P is a finite subset of L" and <5 < a. The structure associated 
with the index i = (p, fJ, (5) will be m i which is the transitive collapse of 
H~dUl(p u em U (5). Let hi be the collapse map. The partial order on indices 
is defined by j = (q ,X, fi) 2: i = (p, fJ, (5) if q "2 p, X 2: fJ, fi 2: <5 and fJ E q . 
Clearly if i ::; j as before 

H~~[Ul(p U (5) ~ H~x[Ul(q U fi). 

Hence we can define the map 1;j = hj 0 h:1 which is a ~o embedding. 
As in Case IIa we get m i E A and 1;j E A for each i and jo. Also m is 

clearly the directed limit of DS(m, 0, a). Similarly to Case IIa we can define 
the transformed directed system TDS(m, 0, a). 

Lemma 2.11. The directed limit of TDS( m ,0, a) is a 0 iterable structure. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 2.9. If some iterate 
of the directed limit of TDS( m , 0, a) is not well founded, we can find an 
increasing sequence of indices Uk = (Pi' 111' <5,)Il < w) such that i k < ik+1 
and such that an iterate of the directed limit of U(m)ll < w) is not well 

II 

founded. Let D = Ui<w PI' fJ = sUPi<w 11, and <5 = sUPi<w <51 , (Note fJ < 11 
since cf(11) > wand <5 < a since cf(a) > w.) We need a lemma corresponding 
to Lemma 2.10. 

Lemma 2.12. There exists a countable D ~ m, D ~ D, fJ E D, and fJ < ~ < 11 
such that the transitive col/apse of H~~[ul(D U <5 u em) is a I-mouse. 
Proof. Recall that, by Lemma 2.6, since k = 1 there is finite P ~ m such that 
m = H~ (p u f.l). Let D be H:;; (p U D U {fJ} ). Since D is countable, there is 
fJ < ~ < 11 such that D ~ Li)[U]. As in the proof of Lemma 2.10 we can show 
that D is a LI elementary substructure of H~~[Ul(D U <5 U em). (Actually it is 
a L2 substructure but ~I is enough.) But since (as in Lemma 2.10) 

D = H~(p U (D n f.l)) ~ H~~[Ul(p u (D n f.l)), 
we get that if t = H~'i[Ul(D u <5 u em) then t = H:(p u (t n f.l)). Hence the 
transitive collapse of t is a 1 mouse. Lemma 2.12 is proved. 0 
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Let D and rt be as in Lemma 2.12. The directed limit of (m·ll < w) can 
II 

be easily embedded into the transitive collapse of Ht~[U](D u tJ u Cm ). This 
transitive collapse is a mouse smaller than m, hence as before it is in A. Denote 
it by t. j(t) is a mouse and we can embed any iterate of the directed limit 
of (J(mj)11 < w) into the corresponding iterate of j(t), hence this previous 
iterate is well founded. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.11. 0 

From here on the proof is exactly like Case IIa. Let .? be the 0 iterable 
structure which is the directed limit of TDS(m, 0, a). j I a can be extended 
to an embedding] : m ---...? which can be shown to be ~I • We know that for 
some countable D <; m and P < a 

Hence 

a = U H~(pUp)na. 
p a finite 

subset of D 

~II .11 X J a=J a= ny= U H ..f( ~II .11) 
I JPuJpny. 

p a finite 
subset 
of D 

As in Case IIa we can show that H( Oil p U )" p) n y is a countable union of 
sets in K. Case IIb2 is complete. 

Case IIb3. t7 is a successor ordinal, say t7 = tf + 1 . In this case, as in previous 
cases, we represent m as the direct limit of a directed system where the em-
beddings are ~o. The indices of the directed system (denoted by DS( m ,0, a)) 
are (p, tJ), where p is a finite subset of LII[U] and tJ < a. The structure as-
sociated with (p, tJ) is obtained as follows: Consider the transitive collapse of 

L [L'] - - --
HII," (puCmue».lthastheform (L~[U], E,U). m(p,tJ) is (L~+I[U], E,U). 
Note that since the Cm are included in H,7,~[U](p U Cm U tJ), U has a natural 
extension to L,,+ I [U], m(p,tJ) is ~o embedded into m by embedding the ele-
ments of L~[ U] into L,/[ U] , using the inverse of the collapsing map, and then, 
for a definable subset of L~[ U], map it to a subset of L i1 [ U] defined by the 
same formula, using the corresponding parameters. (One can easily show by 
induction on ~o formulas that this defines a ~o embedding.) Let mj be the 
structure associated with i = (p, tJ) and 1; the ~o embedding of mj into m. 
mj E A since if mj = (L~+I[U], E,U) then m; = (LI)[U], E,U) is a w 
mouse, smaller than m, based by minimality of m below a, hence it is in A. 
But if m; E A clearly mj EA. If i,j are indices, i:-:; j if i = (p,e» and 
j = (q ,/J) , where p <; q and e> :-:; /J. If i :-:; j, 1;j is f;~ .. 1 01;. Clearly 1;j EA. 
It is also easy to see that m is the directed limit of DS(m, 0, a). 

As in previous cases, we can define TDS( m ,0, a) using j . Again we need 

Lemma 2.13. TDS(m, 0, a) has a limit which is a well-founded iterable struc-
ture. 
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Proof. The proof is almost a repetition of Lemmas 2.9 and 2.11, except that 
now we need 

Lemma 2.14. Let D ~ Li/[U], D countable, and let 6 < a. Then there is 
D, D countable, D ~ D ~ Li/[U], such that the transitive col/apse of 

L [U]-Hw q (D U crn U 6) is an w mouse. 

Proof. Recall that since k = 1, there is (by Lemma 2.6) a finite p ~ m such 
rn = rn -= that m=HI (pUJ.l). Let D=Hw(DUpuCrn ) and let D=DnLi/[U], Let 

h -I be the collapsing map on D. The image of h -I is a structure of the form 
(L~[U], E, U) and as before h can be extended to an embedding of h of 
L~+ I [U] into m. h is an elementary embedding becasue L~+ I [U] is exactly 
the collapse of D. Le!.! be the transitive collapse of H;;/[U](DUCrn U6). t has 
the form (LJ U], E, U) , say based at fl, and the inverse of the collapse map, 
f, can be easily extended to an embedding, I, of Lv+ I [U] into m. One can 
easily show that I-I (D) is a l:1 elementary substructure of Lv+I[U]. Also 
= 75 = D = HI (p U (D n J.l)). Hence 

I-I (D) ~ H;v+' (U](/-I (p) U fl) . 

Clearly HtV+'(U] (f- I (D) U flt = Lv+1 [U]. Therefore 

LlI+l [U] = Htv+1(U](]-1 (p) U fl) 

which shows that t = (Lv [U], ... ) is an w mouse. This proves Lemma 2.14 
and completes the proof of Lemma 2.13. 0 

The argument from now on is as in Case IIa by getting an embedding ex-
tending j from m into the directed limit of TDS(m, 0, a) and arguing that 
this embedding is l:1 . Case IIb3 is complete. 

Case lIe. k = w. Let D ~ m , and let p < a witness the fact that a decom-
poses at m. Consider for each finite p ~ D and n < w the structure mn,p 
which is the transitive collapse of H:; (p U J.l). Let jJ n be the collapse of p in 
m m is clearly an n mouse and also n,p n,p 

a= U 
n<w p a finite 

subset of D 

For each mn,p consider the directed system DS(mn,p' n, a). By minimality 
of k (k = w) and by the fact that mn,p :::; m, this directed system has all 
its structures and embeddings in A, hence we can define the TDS(m ,n, a) n,p 
and prove that it has a well-founded iterable structure as its directed limit. 
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Denote the transitive isomorph of this directed limit by ~,n' We get a ~n+1 
embedding i p m of m n into.5f> which extends i . Hence (in view of (*)): , ,p p,n 

X .11 U U II m n y =) 0: = i (Hn n,p(Pn up) n 0:) 

n<w p a finite 
subset of D 

= U U (j~,pH:n,p(Pn Up)) n y 
n<w p a finite 

subset of D 

= U U H;-'P(jn ,p(Pn) U j" p) n y. 
n<w p a finite 

subset of D 

As in previous cases H;-'P (j n ,p (p n) U )" p) n y is a countable union of sets in 
K , hence X n y is a countable union of sets in K . Case IIc is complete, which 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0 

3. REPRESENTING SETS AS THE UNION OF WI SETS IN K 

As noted in the introduction, the assumption made in Theoem 2.2 that there 
is no inner model with an Erdos cardinal cannot be weakened. What happens if 
we try to weaken the conclusion, namely "Every closed enough set is a union of 
W I sets in K"? An immediate modification of the proof of Theorem 2.1 gives 
that assuming no inner model having a cardinal K such that K ---+ (w2 )<w , then 
for each p we can define (in K) countably many functions such that every 
subset of p closed under these functions is a union of WI sets in K and 
again this is the best possible result. However, now Baumgartner's argument 
for getting the counterexample down to small P like wn does not work, as 
indicated by the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1. Assume there is no inner model with a measurable cardinal and let 
P be an ordinal P < w2 . Then in V one can define a countable set of functions 
on P such that every subset of P closed under those functions is the union of 
WI sets in K. 

Proof. Consider the structure .5f> = (HK (p++) , E, P). Let (gili < w) be 
a sequence of functions containing a sequence of Skolem functions for the 
structure .5f>, as well as the function 0: ---+ cf( 0:). (This is the real co finality 
function, not the co finality function in K.) Also among (gili < w) we need a 
two-variable function f(o:, y) such that f(o:, -) r cf(o:) maps cf(o:) cofinally 
into 0: for fixed 0:. We also require that among the gi we have a binary 
function h such that (W2' h) is a Jonsson algebra. (It is well known that one 
can find such a function.) 
Main claim. Every subset of P closed under (gili < w) is the union of WI 

sets in K. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 there is an elementary substructure of 

(HK (p++) , E, P) , whose intersection with P is X. Let i : A ---+ (H(P++) , E, 
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P) be the inverse of the collapsing map of this elementary substructure, where 
for some ordinal J, j" J = X. (J is actually r I (p) .) The proof is now like 
the proof of Theorem 2.1, where now we prove by induction on y E Xu {p} 
that X n y is the union of WI sets in K. If Y < j(w2 ) then X n y is of 
cardinality ~ WI and the claim is trivial. If y ~ j(w2) we distinguish two 
cases: 
Case I. y = w2 • In this case X n w2 is of cardinality w2 ' since X is closed 
under the function h, which makes w2 a Jonsson algebra. We get xnw2 = w2 ' 

hence our inductive step is trivial. 
Case II. y > w2 • Let a = r I (y). As in Theorem 2.1 we can assume cf( u:) > 
WI • The proof is exactly like the proof of Theoem 2.1 except that now we have 
a weaker assumption, namely "No inner model with a measurable cardinal" 
rather than "No inner model with an Erdos cardinal". The only place in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 we used the assumption was in the proof of Lemma 2.4, 
hence we need a substitute for that lemma. 

Lemma 3.2. Let m be a mouse based at some P < a such that m ¢:. A, and 
let (ml/ll1 ~ w2 ) be the first w2 + 1 iterates of m where ml/ is based and PI/' 
Then PI/ < a for some 11 < w2 ' but a ~ PI/+I . 

Proof. It is enough to show that a ~ PI/ for some 11 < w2 because the minimal 
J such that a ~ Po must be successor. (Recall cf(a) > WI and Po = sUPP<o Pp 
for limit J .) So assume, hoping for a contradiction, that P 1/ < a for all 11 < w2 • 

Lemma 3.3. For each 11 < w2 ' A 1= PI/ is a regular cardinal. 

Proof. Assume otherwise. Then A 1= :3 a mouse rn based at some fJ > PI/ and 
rn 1= PI/ is singular. Let A be a regular cardinal larger than fJ and PI/' and 
iterate both m and ml/+ I to A to get rnA and m;.. We clearly have mA Ern;. 
or mA = rnA or rn;. E mA. But m). 1= PI/ is regular whereas rnA 1= PI/ is singular, 
hence we cannot have mA = rnA or rn;. E mA. Therefore m). E rn). and hence 
m < rn. rn E A, m is based at an ordinal in A, hence mEA which is a 
contradiction. 0 

It follows that for each 11 < w2 

K 1= j(pl/) is a regular cardinal. 

Note that j(p ) < W since p < Ww • Hence we must have for some 1/ w2 2 

J1. < w2 that the set {11111 < w2 ' w ll < j(pl/) < W Il+I } is a final segment of w2 • 

Let 110 be such that w ll < j(pl/) < W Il+I for 110 < 11 < w2 · 

Claim. 2 ~ J1.. Assume otherwise, hence for all 11 < w2 ' j(pl/) < w2 ' but 
then X n w2 is of cardinality w2 ' X is closed under the function h, hence 
X n w2 = w2 • Therefore j is the identity on w2 • In particular since A 1= P w 

is regular we get K 1= j(pw) = Pw is regular, but since m E K, the sequence 
(Pn In < w) is in K, a contradiction! Recall we are assuming that there is no 
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inner model with a measurable cardinal. Hence it follows from (*) and the 
Jensen-Dodd covering theorem that cf(j(prJ)) = wjl for every '1 ;:::: '10' (In 
particular W jl is regular.) Since X is closed under the cofinality function, 
W jl EX. Let v = r' (w jl)' X is also closed under the function f( a , Y) . 
Hence if J is the collapse of f, J is a monotone mapping of v into PrJ' 
Hence it follows that for every '1, '10 < '1 < w2 cf(prJ) = cf(v) , but for limit 
'1, cf(prJ) = cf('1) (since PrJ = sUP(prJ/l'1' < '1)). Hence we immediately get a 
contradiction by picking '1" '12 ::; '10 where cf('1,) = w, cf('12) = w,. This 
completes the proofs of Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.1. D 

A. ON THE CORE MODEL 

In this section we present the basic definitions and terminology used con-
cerning iterable structures, mice and the core model K. We supply almost no 
proofs because any reader familiar with the standard definitions [Do-Jen or Do] 
will have little difficulty translating our terminology into the standard one and 
supplying the proofs. 

Definition A.I. An acceptable structure is a structure of the form (L,,[U] , E, U) 
where 

L" [U] 1= U is a normal, K complete ultrafilter on some cardinal K. 

For an acceptable structure the K above is unique. We say that the acceptable 
structure is based at K. Note that an acceptable structure has a l:, well-ordering 
(which is uniformly definable over all acceptable structures). We expand our lan-
guage by having a symbol for each canonical Skolem function on an acceptable 
structure. A l:n term is a term made up of l:n Skolem functions. A generalized 
l:n formula is a formula of the form CI>(T, (x" ... ,xn ), ... ,Tk(X" ... ,xn )) 

where <I> is a Boolean combination of l:n and T j are l:n Skolem terms. Note 
that by Lemma 0.1, l:n embeddings preserve also generalized l:n formulas. 

Definition A.2. Given the acceptable structure s1' = (L,,[U], E, U) , based at 
K 

(a) the language of s1', L,y" is a first order language having symbols for 
E, U and a constant for every member of s1'. (ca is the constant denoting 
a E s1' .) They' is the theory of s1' in this language. 

(b) The expanded language of s1' is L,"w, the language of s1' together with 
a sequence of W many constants (djli < w) . 

(c) A scheme for a l:n iteration of s1' (1::; n ::; w) is a consistent complete 
set of generalized l:n formulas in L;y" T, such that 

(1) They' n{generalized l:n formulas} ~ T, 
(2) for i < j ,"d Ed" E T, 

I J 
(3) for i < W "d < c "E T , I K ' 
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(4) "The d; form generalized ~n indiscernible satisfying Silver's remark-
ably condition." Namely: CI>(d. , ... ,d. ) E T (for i l < ... < i2 ) iff 'I Ik 
CI>(dl ' ... ,dk ) E T, and if r is a ~n Skolem term and "r(d l ' ... ,dk ) < 
d." E T then 

I 

r(d l , ... ,d;_1 ,d;, ... ,dk ) = r(d l , ... ,d;_ldk+I' ... ,d2k _;+I) E T. 

(5) If r is a ~ Skolem term then V(r(d. , ... ,d. )) E T iff 
n 'I 'k 

r(d;1 ' ... ,d;) ~ Ck E T and 'Vi > i k "d; E r(d;1 ' ... , d;)" E T. 

(d) Let T a scheme for a ~n iteration of JiI. Let Y/ be an ordinal. The 
Y/th iterate of JiI by T, ~ ,T (we usually drop the superscript T when it is 
understood from the context) is the structure which we obtain from a set of 
indiscernibles of order type y/, when we apply ~n Skolem terms to them and 
when the underlying type of these indiscernibles is determined by the theory 
T. 

Clearly, if JiI is acceptable and T is a scheme for a ~n iteration, .SiIaT is 
isomorphic to JiI , and also JiI is naturally embedded by a ~n embedding into 
~. Moreover if Y/ :::; Y/' then ~ is ~n embedded into A'1" If ~T is well 
founded we shall identify it with its transitive collapse which clearly has the 
form (Lo[V'1]' E, V'1)' In this case we can naturally extend T to a 1:n scheme 
for .w;,T, T'1' such that for all Y/', (~T)~~ = ~+'1" Also if we denote "'1 
as the image of cK in A'1 then the sequence ("'1 IY/ E On) forms a continuous 
increasing sequence. 

Definition A.3. A ~n iterable structure (I :::; n :::; OJ) is an acceptable structure 
JiI together with some ~n scheme for iteration of JiI, T, such for every 
ordinal y/, ~ T is well founded. (Many times we shall not mention T, and 
refer to JiI as the iterable structure where T is understood from the context.) 

Definition A.4. x is a member of the core model K if for some iterable struc-
ture JiI based at " we have x E JiI and rank(x) < " . 
Theorem A.t. K is a transitive model of ZFC + G.C.H. 

Let (JiI, T) be a ~w iterable structure JiI = (Lo[V], E, V). Then there is 
V ~ V such that JiI/ = (Lo+1 [V], E, V) is an acceptable structure. 

Recall that every member of Lo+1[V] is a definable subset of Lo[V] so we 
have to define V on such subsets of p, where A is based at p. For this use 
T to define 

{x ~ plJil F CI>(x)} E V iff CI>(dl ) E T. 

If (Jil ,T) is an iterable structure and A is a regular cardinal A > IJilI, then 
~ has the form (LJg;], E, g; n L,,[g;]) , where g; is the filter generated by 
the closed unbounded subsets of A. This fact motivates the definition of the 
natural pre-well-ordering of iterable structures. 
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Definition A.S. Let (sf, T), (£", S) be two iterable structures. We say that 
(sf , T) S (£" , S) if for sufficiently large regular A 

~T = (LJY;:], E,~nLn[Y;]), 2';.T = (Lp[Y;J, E,Y;nLp[Y;]) 

and as fJ. 
Definition A.6. Let (sf, T) be a Ln iterable structure. We say that (sf, T) is 
a realized iterable structure if A is based at p and for some infinite C ~ P 

ct>(d l , .,. , dk ) E T +-+ For some cofinite subset of C, C' and (ai' ... , an)' 

sequence of members of C' A F ct>(a l ' ... , a k ) 

for every generalized Ln formula <1> in L~ . 

Note that one can easily prove that C as in Definition A.6 must have or-
der type OJ. Note also that for a realized iterable structure, (sf, T) can be 
constructed from (A, C), so many times we refer to (sf, C) as the iterable 
structure, or even to sf itself when C is understood from the context. If 
(.r;( , T) is iterable then A~+w is clearly a realized iterable structure. 

The main advantage of being a realized iterable structure is 

Lemma A.2. (a) Let (sf, T) be a Ln realized iterable structure (1 S n < w). 
Then the canonical embedding of sf into st;,T is a Ln+1 embedding. 

(b) Let (sf , T) be a Lw realized iterable structure and let } be the canon-
ical embedding of sf into st;, T. Then } can be naturally extended to a LI 
embedding of sf/ into (st;,T);~. 

Proof. (a) Let } be the embedding of sf into st;, T, } is clearly Ln' Let 
ct>(x , ji) be a I1n formula and assume 

st;,T F :Jx<1>(x ,}(a l ), ••• ,}(ak)) for ai' ... ,ak E sf. 

(The converse direction is trivial.) Every element of st;, T is obtained as 
r(c , ... , c ) where r is a Ln Skolem term and (c , ... , c ) is a finite 

o[ HI 0:[ Ql 

sequence of the indiscernibles. We must have: 

<1>(r(cl , ... ,CI),C , ... ,C )ET. 
, al ak 

By sf being a realized iterable structure we must have b" ... , bl E sf such 
that sf F ct>(r(b l , ... ,bl ) ,ai' ... ,ak ), hence sf F :Jxct>(x ,al"" ,ak ). 

(b) Define] from sf/ into (st;, T );~ by 

]( {xlsf F ct>(x, a)}) = {XIst;,T F ct>(x, }(a))}. 
\ 

We need a lemma which is similar to Lemma 1.10, however here it will be 
slightly more complicated because of the extra predicate U. As in § 1, denote 
A~'P = {xlsf F If/(x ,pl}. For each If/ introduce a new predicate T'I' (pl whose 
meaning is A~'P E U . 
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Lemma A.3. Let lfI(x I , ••• ,xk ) be a LO formula in the language of sf/, and 
let IfII ' ... ,lfIk be any formulas in the same language. Then there is a formula <I> 
which is a Boolean combination of formulas in the language of sf and formulas 
of the form T'II; (Pi) such that for all Y/ (including Y/ = 0) 

( ,J T)+ F ('III ,PI U'llk ,pI. ) ,J T '- <1>( - - ) 
.xY1) IfI a ol , ••• , ,w <-+.xY1) r- PI ' ... ,Pk . 

Proof. The proof is exactly like Lemma 1.10. The only slightly different case is 
the quantifier case where IfI is 3y E xilfl'(y,xl, ... ,xk ). Then let <1>' be the 
formula satisfying the lemma for 1fI' and Z E y, 1fI1 ,.··, IfIk' (We consider 
y to be P~ .) Let <1>" be the formula obtained from <1>' replacing T zEY (y) by 
U(y) and let <I> be the formula 3Y(lfIi(y ,Pi) 1\ <I>"(y ,PI' ... ,Pn )). It is of the 
right form because y does not appear in any predicate of the form T'II; (Pi)' 0 

It follows that] is a LO embedding and as in the proof of part (a) we can 
get that] is a LI embedding. Lemma A.2 is proved 0 

Our definition of "mouse" is slightly different from the ususal definition. 
(The reason for this difference is Lemmas 2.10 and 2.14.) 

Definition A.7. (a) An n mouse m is an n-iterable (I < n < w) realized 
structure such that if m is based at p then m = H~': I (p up) for some finite 
p~m. 

(b) An w mouse m is an w-iterable realized structure such that if m is 
+ In+ based at p then m = HI (p U p) for some finite p ~ m. 

Lemma A.4. (a) If m is a mouse then mE K. 
(b) If x E K then there is a mouse based at p > rank(x) such that x Em. 

The proof is very much like the standard proof. Note that we assumed that 
m is the Ln+1 closure of p and some finite set (rather than the Ln closure as 
usual) but we get part (a) by using Lemma A.2. 

Lemma A.S. Let H be a transitive model of ZF-, m E H, m a mouse and t 
a mouse such that t < m (in the pre-well-ordering of iterable structures) and t 
is based at p such that p E H, Then t E H , 
Proof. t < m means that for regular A large enough, for the itth iterate of t, 
tA , we have t;, Em). where m A is the Ath iterate of m. Assume m is an n 
mouse (1 < n < w). Hence for some L Skolem term rand c , ... , c , - - n (\'1 rtl 

a i < A (where (c"la < A) are the indiscernibles generating m;, over m), 
t 1 = r( c , ... , c ). Let j be the canonical embedding of t into t 1 , where j 

1'. 01 (tf 1'. 

is a Lk+1 embedding if t is a k mouse. (We shall assume k < w. The case 
k = w is argued similarly.) t = Hi+ I (pu p). Hence /' t = Hi;+ I (i" pU p). (Note 
that j is the identity on p). Also /' p Em,. Hence /' P = ji( cp , ... ,cp ) A I J 

for some vector of Skolem terms ji and PI"'" Pj < A. Without loss of 
generality we can assume (cp , ... ,cp ) = (c , ... , c ) = C. Let i be such 

I J 0'1 0, 

that c , ... , c < p while p < c , ... ,c . 
01 crt - O,+-I 0, 
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Let TI ,T2 be two Lk+1 Skolem terms. Then we have (for p= (PI' ... ,ps ) 

where Pj < p) 
1(- ~ 1( __ ) TI p,p} E T2 p,p 'ff I- r(C)(_(;;,\ ~ r(C)(_(;;,\ ~ I mArT I f1C},p}ET2 f1C},p}. 

Let mp+w be the (p + w)th iterate of m. Since m E H, P E Hand H 
is a model of ZF-, mp+w E H. Note that (cplP < P + w) are the indis-
cernibles generating mp+w ' Let J = (Cn , , ••• ,C"i ,cpcP+I ' ... ,Cp+l - i+I ). By 
indiscerniblity we get 

I- r(C) ( -( ;;'\ ~ r(C) ( - . ;;'\ ~ 'ff I- r(d'j (-(d-) ~ r(d) { -(d-' ~ mArT I f1Cj,p}ET2 f1(C),p} I mp+wrTI f1 ,p}ET2 ~f1 ),p}. 

Therefore the set 
B = {(TI ,T2,P)IT~(p,iJ) E T~(P,iJ)} 

is definable in H from m PHtJ and a., but from B one can easily define a 
structure isomorphic to t. Since H is a model of ZF- the structure of t is in 
H. Using completely similar arguments one can reconstruct in H the iteration 
scheme of t ,hence t E H. 0 

Note that Lemma A.S does not claim that the sequence of indecernibles for 
t, C1 is in H. Only the structure t with its scheme for iteration. If we want 
to recover C1 as well, we need (in case t is an n mouse based at f1) that t is 
the Ln+ I Skolem hull of pup U C1 for some p and P such that: P < f1 and p 
is a finite subset of t. When we use Lemma A.S in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
we are only interested in having the mouse as an iterable structure as a member 
of A, so Lemma A.S is sufficient. 

Usually we assume that a mouse, m, is given by specifying the underlying 
structure and the set of indiscernibles witnessing the fact that m is realized, 
which we denote by Cm . Many times we shall consider Lk hulls H~n(D), 
D S; m. We shall always assume that if m is an n mouse then k S; nand 
that the set for which we take the Lk closure contains Cm . Hence when we 
consider the transitive collapse of H;(D) we have a natural scheme for k-
iteration, using the collapses of the Cm . One can easily show that if Cm S; D 
then H; (D) is isomorphic to a realized k-iterable structure. (The fact that it 
is iterable can be proved by embedding its iterations into the iterations of m.) 
Note that the transitive collapse of H; (D) is not necessarily a mouse. 

Also many times we shall consider directed systems, in which the elements 
are k mice and the embeddings are Lk . In all these cases we shall have that if 
m S; m' (in the directed system partial order) then the embedding form m to 
m' maps C m onto Cm,. Hence if the directed limit is well founded we shall 
have a natural scheme for Lk iteration of it (by using the image of Cm ). 
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